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QUESTION 1

A customer wants to provide a web based user interface (Ul) to its business users for reviewing the Key Performance
Indicators of their production schedule. They maintain this as a master scenario in Decision Optimization Center (DOC)
based solution. Which DOC feature can be leveraged for developing a reviewer web Ul? 

A. Decision Optimization Center CPLEX Server 

B. Decision Optimization Center Data Server 

C. Decision Optimization Center Client 

D. Decision Optimization Center REST API 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The Vice President of production at a company supplying household cleaning supplies and related products tells the
technical seller their finished goods inventories are "out of control* leading to frequent stock-outs of some SKUs (stock
keeping units) and wastage of outdated product of others. Which benefit would the technical seller indicate can be
realized through use of IBM Decision Optimization? 

A. An IBM Decision Optimization solution can solve big optimization problems faster than any other product on the
market. 

B. The company\\'s Operations Research department can easily build a realistic model of the production process. 

C. The IBM Decision Optimization solution can hedge the risk of stockouts with robust plans that consider alternative
demand scenarios. 

D. The IBM Decision Optimization solution can predict where and when supply shortfalls will occur at least 2 weeks in
advance 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer is interested in deploying an optimization solution that will need to run locally on mobile devices that end
users in the field carry with them What is the most appropriate license and sizing metric that the IBM team would
propose? 

A. IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer Deployment Edition and the number of mobile devices 

B. IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio Developer Edition Floating User Single Session and the number of concurrent
users 

C. IBM CPLEX Optimizer Deployment Edition and the number of concurrent optimization requests 

D. IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer Single User Edition Client Device License and the number of mobile devices 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer is interested in an affordable deployment of an IBM Decision Optimization Center (DOC) solution that will
support a collaborative planning application with multiple business users. What should the technical seller inquire about
that would allow the IBM team to come up with a sizing recommendation for the IBM DOC CPLEX Server Component? 

A. The number of business users that will be using the optimization application 

B. The number of concurrent optimization requests that are expected to reach the CPLEX server at any given time. 

C. The amount of time it takes for the server to respond to a single optimization request. 

D. The number of variables and constraints in the optimization problem. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A technical seller has conducted an IBM Decision Optimization Discovery Workshop with a client. Which situation
requires further discovery? 

A. The project budget is not yet fixed. 

B. The client has not yet provided data for a proof of concept. 

C. The key stakeholders have not attended the workshop sessions. 

D. The Time To Pay value cannot exactly be determined. 

Correct Answer: B 
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